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Conscious Capitalism, With a New Preface by the Authors 2014-01-07 the bestselling book now with a new preface by the authors at once a
bold defense and reimagining of capitalism and a blueprint for a new system for doing business conscious capitalism is for anyone hoping to
build a more cooperative humane and positive future whole foods market cofounder john mackey and professor and conscious capitalism inc
cofounder raj sisodia argue that both business and capitalism are inherently good and they use some of today s best known and most
successful companies to illustrate their point from southwest airlines ups and tata to costco panera google the container store and amazon
today s organizations are creating value for all stakeholders including customers employees suppliers investors society and the environment
read this book and you ll better understand how four specific tenets higher purpose stakeholder integration conscious leadership and
conscious culture and management can help build strong businesses move capitalism closer to its highest potential and foster a more
positive environment for all of us
Uncontainable 2014-10-07 kip tindell the founder and ceo of the container store reveals the seven secrets to keeping both customers and
employees happy and all fully engaged you re going to sell what empty boxes back in 1978 kip tindell chairman ceo of the container store
and his partners had the vision that people were eager to find solutions to save both space and time and they were definitely onto
something a new category of the retailing industry was born storage and organization today with stores nationwide and with more than 5 000
loyal employees the company couldn t be stronger over the years the container store has been lauded for its commitment to its employees and
focus on its original concept and inventory mix as the formula for its success but for tindell the goal never has been growth for growth s
sake rather it is to adhere to the company s values based business philosophies which center on an employee first culture superior customer
service and strict merchandising the container store has been named on fortune magazine s 100 best companies to work for list for 15
consecutive years even better the container store has millions of loyal customers in uncontainable tindell reveals his approach for
building a business where everyone associated with it thrives through embodying the tenets of conscious capitalism tindell s seven
foundation principles are the roadmap that drives everyone at the container store to achieve the goals of the company uncontainable shows
how other businesses can adapt this approach toward what tindell calls the most profitable sustainable and fun way of doing business
tindell is that rare ceo who fully embraces the golden rule of business where all stakeholders employees customers vendors shareholder the
community are successful through a harmonic balance of win wins
Conscious Capitalism Field Guide 2018-03-20 build conscious leadership into your business you subscribe to the basic idea that business can
do more than make money but you re not sure how to act on that conviction or how to share it with the rest of your organization the
conscious capitalism field guide the authoritative follow up to the bestselling book conscious capitalism by john mackey ceo of whole foods
market and leadership expert raj sisodia gives you the tools for sharing and implementing the principles of higher purpose and conscious
business throughout your organization this practical guide provides hands on materials the same tools used in companies such as whole foods
market southwest airlines life is good the container store barry wehmiller zappos and many others that you can use on your own with your
team or with others throughout your organization to build conscious leadership and practices into your business organized according to the
four core principles higher purpose stakeholder orientation conscious leadership and conscious culture of conscious capitalism the book
provides exercises worksheets checklists and instructions for use both individually and with teams as well as advice examples and real life
stories to help you apply these ideas and make them come alive in your organization you and your team will write a purpose statement learn
how to create win win win relationships with all your stakeholders create a culture playbook for your company develop a leadership
checklist for your organization build a personal leadership development plan set priorities for the coming year and beyond



Conscious Leadership 2020-09-15 a wall street journal bestseller from whole foods ceo john mackey and his coauthors a follow up to
groundbreaking bestseller conscious capitalism revealing what it takes to lead a purpose driven sustainable business john mackey started a
movement when he founded whole foods bringing natural organic food to the masses and not only changing the market but breaking the mold now
for the first time conscious leadership closely explores the vision virtues and mindset that have informed mackey s own leadership journey
providing a roadmap for innovative value based leadership in business and in society conscious leadership demystifies strategies that have
helped mackey shepherd whole foods through four decades of incredible growth and innovation including its recent sale to amazon each
chapter will challenge you to rethink conventional business wisdom through anecdotes case studies profiles of conscious leaders and
innovative techniques for self development culminating in an empowering call to action for entrepreneurs and trailblazers to step up as
leaders who see beyond the bottom line
Conscious Capitalism 2012-08-21 conscious capitalism shows how the principles of ancient wisdon are directly relevant to modern day
business drawing on thirty years of financial and executive experience schwerin addresses contemporary issues faced regularly by people
worldwide personal experiences corporate field trip and interviews with top executives bring both the anguish and the triumph of our
business world to life conscious capitalism s most significant contribution is its practical integration of formerly enshrouded principles
with todays s frenetic world of investing and commerce
Firms of Endearment 2003-01-30 today s best companies get it from costco to commerce bank wegmans to whole foods they re becoming the
ultimate value creators they re generating every form of value that matters emotional experiential social and financial and they re doing
it for all their stakeholders not because it s politically correct because it s the only path to long term competitive advantage these are
the firms of endearment companies people love doing business with love partnering with love working for love investing in companies for
whom loyalty isn t just real it s palpable and driving unbeatable advantages in everything from marketing to recruitment you need to become
one of those companies this book will show you how you ll find specific practical guidance on transforming every relationship you have with
customers associates partners investors and society if you want to be great truly great this is your blueprint we re entering an age of
transcendence as people increasingly search for higher meaning in their lives not just more possessions this is transforming the
marketplace the workplace the very soul of capitalism increasingly today s most successful companies are bringing love joy authenticity
empathy and soulfulness into their businesses they are delivering emotional experiential and social value not just profits firms of
endearment illuminates this the most fundamental transformation in capitalism since adam smith it s not about corporate social
responsibility it s about building companies that can sustain success in a radically new era it s about great companies like ideo and ikea
commerce bank and costco wegmans and whole foods how they earn the powerful loyalty and affection that enables truly breathtaking
performance this book is about gaining share of heart not just share of wallet it s about aligning stakeholders interests not just juggling
them it s about building companies that leave the world a better place most of all it s about why you must do all this or risk being left
in the dust and how to get there from wherever you are now
Shakti Leadership 2016-05-02 unlocking the source for true leadership too many people men and women alike have bought into a notion of
leadership that exclusively emphasizes traditionally masculine qualities hierarchical militaristic win at all costs the result has been
corruption environmental degradation social breakdown stress depression and a host of other serious problems nilima bhat and raj sisodia
show us a more balanced way an archetype of leadership that is generative cooperative creative inclusive and empathetic while these are
traditionally regarded as feminine qualities we all have them in the indian yogic tradition they re symbolized by shakti the source that



powers all life through exercises and inspirational examples bhat and sisodia show how to access this infinite energy and lead with your
whole self male or female leaders who understand and practice shakti leadership act from a consciousness of life giving caring creativity
and sustainability to achieve self mastery internally and be of selfless service to the world
The Liberation of Women 2012-10-11 in the liberation of women roberta hamilton explores two of the key questions that have been
systematically raised by the women s liberation movement why have women occupied a subordinate position in society and how can the
variation in the forms and intensity of their exploitation and oppression be explained within the women s liberation movement there have
been seen to be two different and opposed answers to these questions a feminist answer and a marxist one this new work attempts to examine
this debate in specific analytical terms through a study of the changing role of women during a particular historical period the
seventeenth century in the course of less than one hundred years the rise of capitalism and the acceptance of protestantism had separately
and together radically altered every aspect of a woman s life can both a feminist and a marxist analysis account for these changes do such
accounts conflict with each other making a choice inevitable do they overlap to such an extent that retaining both would be redundant or
finally are they complementary can they usefully coexist the liberation of women will be of particular interest to students of history
sociology and women s studies and to those who have been involved in the women s liberation movement in particular it will prove essential
basic reading for an ever growing number of courses on sexual divisions in society and the role of women
Capitalism: A Very Short Introduction 2015-06-25 what is capitalism is capitalism the same everywhere is there an alternative the word
capitalism is one that is heard and used frequently but what is capitalism really all about and what does it mean this very short
introduction addresses questions such as what is capital before discussing the history and development of capitalism through several
detailed case studies ranging from the tulipomania of 17th century holland the great depression of the 1930s and in this new edition the
impact of the global financial crisis that started in 2007 8 james fulcher looks at the different forms that capitalism takes in britain
japan sweden and the united states and explores whether capitalism has escaped the nation state by going global it ends by asking whether
there is an alternative to capitalism discussing socialism communal and cooperative experiments and the alternatives proposed by
environmentalists about the series the very short introductions series from oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts
analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable
Liberalism Disavowed 2017-06-23 in liberalism disavowed chua beng huat examines the rejection of western style liberalism in singapore and
the way the people s action party has forged an independent non western ideology this book explains the evolution of this communitarian
ideology with focus on three areas public housing multiracialism and state capitalism each of which poses different challenges to liberal
approaches with the passing of the first prime minister lee kuan yew and the end of the cold war the party is facing greater challenges
from an educated populace that demands greater voice this has led to liberalization of the cultural sphere greater responsiveness and
shifts in political rhetoric but all without disrupting the continuing hegemony of the pap in government
The Asian Modern 2007 an authoritative analysis of the role of communication in contemporary capitalism and an important contribution to
debates about the forms of domination and potentials for liberation in today s capitalist society professor michael hardt duke university
co author of the tetralogy empire commonwealth multitude and assembly a comprehensive approach to understanding and transcending the
deepening crisis of communicative capitalism it is a major work of synthesis and essential reading for anyone wanting to know what critical
analysis is and why we need it now more than ever professor graham murdock emeritus professor university of loughborough and co editor of



the handbook of political economy of communications communication and capitalism outlines foundations of a critical theory of communication
going beyond ju rgen habermas theory of communicative action christian fuchs outlines a communicative materialism that is a critical
dialectical humanist approach to theorising communication in society and in capitalism the book renews marxist humanism as a critical
theory perspective on communication and society the author theorises communication and society by engaging with the dialectic materialism
society work labour technology the means of communication as means of production capitalism class the public sphere alienation ideology
nationalism racism authoritarianism fascism patriarchy globalisation the new imperialism the commons love death metaphysics religion
critique social and class struggles praxis and socialism fuchs renews the engagement with the questions of what it means to be a human and
a humanist today and what dangers humanity faces today
Communication and Capitalism 2020-05-19 former insider turned critic wendy liu busts the myths of the tech industry and offers a
galvanising argument for why and how we must reclaim technology s potential for the public good former insider turned critic wendy liu
busts the myths of the tech industry and offers a galvanising argument for why and how we must reclaim technology s potential for the
public good lucid probing and urgent wendy liu manages to be both optimistic about the emancipatory potential of tech and scathing about
the industry that has harnessed it for bleak and self serving ends naomi klein author of on fire the burning case for a green new deal an
inspiring memoir manifesto technologists all over the world are realizing that no amount of code can substitute for political engagement
liu s memoir is a road map for that journey of realization cory doctorow author of radicalized and little brother innovation meritocracy
the possibility of overnight success what s not to love about silicon valley these days it s hard to be unambiguously optimistic about the
growth at all costs ethos of the tech industry public opinion is souring in the wake of revelations about cambridge analytica theranos and
the workplace conditions of amazon workers or uber drivers it s becoming clear that the tech industry s promised innovation is neither
sustainable nor always desirable abolish silicon valley is both a heartfelt personal story about the wasteful inequality of silicon valley
and a rallying call to engage in the radical politics needed to upend the status quo going beyond the idiosyncrasies of the individual
founders and companies that characterise the industry today wendy liu delves into the structural factors of the economy that gave rise to
silicon valley as we know it ultimately she proposes a more radical way of developing technology where innovation is conducted for the
benefit of society at large and not just to enrich a select few
Abolish Silicon Valley 2020-04-14 capitalism and the commons focuses on the political and social perspectives that commons offer how they
are appropriated or suppressed by capital and state and how social initiatives and movements contest these dynamics or build their
struggles on commoning the volume comprises theoretical and empirical approaches that engage with three main themes conceptualizing the
commons analyzing practices of commoning and exploring commons politics in their contributions the authors focus on the development of anti
capitalist commons and explore the issue of practice and politics through case studies from colombia the democratic republic of congo south
africa and africa more broadly austria germany and south korea ranging from peri urban and rural agriculture to urban commons and how they
manifest in the global south as well as in the global north the book engages with different discourses on the commons in regard to their
relevance for social change and thereby reinvigorates the political meaning of the commons it provides an original and important approach
to the topic in terms of conceptualization detailing diverse empirical realities and analyzing potential perspectives in so doing the book
transcends narrow disciplinary boundaries and expands the focus to the global providing a fresh perspective on the commons as a decisive
component of alternatives this title will be relevant to scholars and students of resource management social movements and sustainable
development more broadly



Capitalism and the Commons 2020-12-30 capitalism has made rationality into a pervasive feature of human action and yet far from heralding a
loss of emotionality capitalist culture has been accompanied with an unprecedented intensification of emotional life this raises the
question how could we have become increasingly rationalized and more intensely emotional emotions as commodities offers a simple hypothesis
that consumer acts and emotional life have become closely and inseparably intertwined with each other each one defining and enabling the
other commodities facilitate the experience of emotions and so emotions are converted into commodities the contributors of this volume
present the co production of emotions and commodities as a new type of commodity that has gone unseen and unanalyzed by theories of
consumption emodity indeed this innovative book explores how emodity includes atmospherical or mood producing commodities relation marking
commodities and mental commodities all of which the purpose it is to change and improve the self analysing a variety of modern day
situations such as emotional management through music creation of urban sexual atmospheres and emotional transformation through
psychotherapy emotions as commodities will appeal to scholars postgraduate students and postdoctoral researchers interested in fields such
as sociology cultural studies marketing anthropology and consumer studies
Emotions as Commodities 2017-09-28 the financial crisis that began in 2008 and its lingering aftermath have caused many intellectuals and
politicians to question the virtues of capitalist systems the 19 original essays in this handbook written by leading scholars from asia
north america and europe analyze both the strengths and weaknesses of capitalist systems the volume opens with essays on the historical and
legal origins of capitalism these are followed by chapters describing the nature institutions and advantages of capitalism entrepreneurship
innovation property rights contracts capital markets and the modern corporation the next set of chapters discusses the problems that can
arise in capitalist systems including monopoly principal agent problems financial bubbles excessive managerial compensation and empire
building through wealth destroying mergers two subsequent essays examine in detail the properties of the asian model of capitalism as
exemplified by japan and south korea and capitalist systems where ownership and control are largely separated as in the united states and
united kingdom the handbook concludes with an essay on capitalism in the 21st century by nobel prize winner edmund phelps
The Oxford Handbook of Capitalism 2012-04-19 a wall street journal bestseller named a financial times top title how to unleash human magic
and achieve improbable results hubert joly former ceo of best buy and orchestrator of the retailer s spectacular turnaround unveils his
personal playbook for achieving extraordinary outcomes by putting people and purpose at the heart of business back in 2012 everyone thought
we were going to die says joly eight years later best buy was transformed as joly and his team rebuilt the company into one of the nation s
favorite employers vastly increased customer satisfaction and dramatically grew best buy s stock price joly and his team also succeeded in
making best buy a leader in sustainability and innovation in the heart of business joly shares the philosophy behind the resurgence of best
buy pursue a noble purpose put people at the center of the business create an environment where every employee can blossom and treat profit
as an outcome not the goal this approach is easy to understand but putting it into practice is not so easy it requires radically rethinking
how we view work how we define companies how we motivate and how we lead in this book joly shares memorable stories lessons and practical
advice all drawn from his own personal transformation from a hard charging mckinsey consultant to a leader who believes in human magic the
heart of business is a timely guide for leaders ready to abandon old paradigms and lead with purpose and humanity it shows how we can
reinvent capitalism so that it contributes to a sustainable future
The Heart of Business 2021-05-04 a century after the publication of max weber s the protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism a major
new work examines network based organization employee autonomy and post fordist horizontal work structures
The New Spirit of Capitalism 2005 the prize winning new york times bestselling short story collection from the internationally bestselling



author of lincoln in the bardo the best book you ll read this year new york times dazzlingly surreal stories about a failing america sunday
times winner of the 2014 folio prize and shortlisted for the national book award 2013 george saunders s most wryly hilarious and disturbing
collection yet tenth of december illuminates human experience and explores figures lost in a labyrinth of troubling preoccupations a family
member recollects a backyard pole dressed for all occasions jeff faces horrifying ultimatums and the prospect of darkenfloxx tm in some
unusual drug trials and al roosten hides his own internal monologue behind a winning smile that he hopes will make him popular with dark
visions of the future riffing against ghosts of the past and the ever settling present this collection sings with astonishing charm and
intensity
Tenth of December 2013-01-03 two systems of governance capitalism and democracy prevail in the world today operating simultaneously in
partially distinct domains these systems rely on indirect governance through regulated competition to coordinate actors inevitably these
systems influence and transform each other this book rejects the simple equation of capitalism with markets in favor of a three level
system a model which recognizes that markets are administered by regulators through institutions and governed by a political authority with
the power to regulate behavior punish transgressors and redesign institutions this system s emergence required the sovereign to relinquish
some power in order to release the energies of economic actors rather than spreading through an unguided natural process like trade
capitalism emerged where competitive pressures forced political authorities to take risks in order to achieve increased revenues by
permitting markets for land labor and capital
Capitalism 2011-10-02 the rise of capitalism to global dominance is still largely associated by both laypeople and marxist historians with
the industrial capitalism that made its decisive breakthrough in 18th century britain jairus banaji s new work reaches back centuries and
traverses vast distances to argue that this leap was preceded by a long era of distinct commercial capitalism which reorganised labor and
production on a world scale to a degree hitherto rarely appreciated rather than a picture centred solely on europe we enter a diverse and
vibrant world banaji reveals the cantons of muslim merchants trading in guangzhou since the eighth century the 3 000 european traders
recorded in alexandria in 1216 the genoese venetians and spanish jews battling for commercial dominance of constantinople and later
istanbul we are left with a rich and global portrait of a world constantly in motion tied together and increasingly dominated by a pre
industrial capitalism the rise of europe to world domination in this view has nothing to do with any unique genius but rather a distinct
fusion of commercial capitalism with state power
A Brief History of Commercial Capitalism 2020-07-07 a refreshing critique that offers a new paradigm for film studies
Theory of the Image 2005 in this concise and startling book the author of one dimensional man argues that the time for utopian speculation
has come marcuse argues that the traditional conceptions of human freedom have been rendered obsolete by the development of advanced
industrial society social theory can no longer content itself with repeating the formula from each according to his ability to each
according to his needs but must now investigate the nature of human needs themselves marcuse s claim is that even if production were
controlled and determined by the workers society would still be repressive unless the workers themselves had the needs and aspirations of
free men ranging from philosophical anthropology to aesthetics an essay on liberation attempts to outline in a highly speculative and
tentative fashion the new possibilities for human liberation theessay contains the following chapters a biological foundation for socialism
the new sensibility subverting forces in transition and solidarity
An Essay on Liberation 1971-06-01 this book has a simple message for business leaders you help yourselves by helping the poor instead of
feeling as if the economy is working against them the poor need to feel they have a stake in it so they will buy your products and put



money in the bank supporting poor people s efforts to move into the middle class is the only way to enrich everyone rich and poor alike
How the Poor Can Save Capitalism 2014-06-02 the definitive guide to the optimum diet for health and wellness from the founder of whole
foods market and the doctors of forks over knives the whole foods diet simplifies the huge body of science research and advice that is
available today and reveals the undeniable consensus a whole foods plant based diet is the optimum diet for health and longevity standing
on the shoulders of the whole foods market brand and featuring an accessible 28 day program delicious recipes inspirational success stories
and a guilt free approach to plant based eating the whole foods diet is a life affirming invitation to become a whole foodie someone who
loves to eat loves to live and loves to nourish themselves with nature s bounty if whole foods market is shorthand for a food revolution
the new yorker then the whole foods diet will give that revolution its bible the unequivocal truth about what to eat for a long healthy
disease free life
The Whole Foods Diet 2017-04-11 using the theoretical tools drawn from historical materialism and deconstruction tzouvala offers a
comprehensive history of the standard of civilisation
Capitalism As Civilisation 2020-10-29 second wave feminism emerged as a struggle for women s liberation and took its place alongside other
radical movements but feminism s subsequent immersion in identity politics coincided with a decline in its utopian energies and the rise of
neoliberalism now foreseeing a revival in the movement fraser argues for a reinvigorated feminist radicalism able to address the global
economic crisis
Fortunes of Feminism 2013-04-24 betterness economics for humans is a powerful call to arms for a post capitalist economy umair haque argues
that just as positive psychology revolutionized our understanding of mental health by recasting the field as more than just treating mental
illness we need to rethink our economic paradigm why because business as we know it has reached a state of diminishing returns though we
work harder and harder we never seem to get anywhere this has led to a diminishing of the common wealth wage stagnation widening economic
inequality the depletion of the natural world and more to get out of this trap we need to rethink the future of human exchange in short we
need to get out of business and into betterness hbr singles provide brief yet potent business ideas in digital form for today s thinking
professional
Betterness 2011-12-15 the american political tradition is one of the most influential and widely read historical volumes of our time first
published in 1948 its elegance passion and iconoclastic erudition laid the groundwork for a totally new understanding of the american past
by writing a kind of intellectual history of the assumptions behind american politics richard hofstadter changed the way americans
understand the relationship between power and ideas in their national experience like only a handful of american historians before him
frederick jackson turner and charles a beard are examples hofstadter was able to articulate in a single work a historical vision that
inspired and shaped an entire generation
The American Political Tradition 2011-12-21 shortlisted for the bollinger everyman wodehouse prize 2021 terrifyingly entertaining kelly
link masterful washington post alice in wonderland set in the gig economy new york times what is this los angeles times shortlisted for the
center for fiction s 2020 first novel prize 18 boyfriends 23 jobs one ghost who occasionally pops in to give advice welcome to the world of
the temporary there is nothing more personal than doing your job so goes the motto of the temporary as she takes job after job in search of
steadiness belonging and something to call her own aided by her bespoke agency and a cast of boyfriends each allotted their own task the
handy boyfriend the culinary boyfriend the real estate boyfriend she is happy to fill in for any of us for the chairman of the board a
ghost a murderer a mother even for you and for me wild hopeful infinitely sad and infinitely funny temporary is the smartest most humane



story of what it is to work and live here and now
Temporary 2021-02-16 ha joon chang dispels the myths and prejudices that have come to dominate our understanding of how the world works he
succeeds in both setting the historical record straight the washing machine has changed the world more than the internet the us does not
have the highest living standard in the world people in poor countries are more entrepreneurial than people in rich countries and
persuading us of the consequences of his analysis making rich people richer doesn t make the rest of us richer companies should not be run
in the interest of their owners financial markets need to become less not more efficient as chang shows above all else all economic choices
are political ones and it is time we started to be honest about them
23 Things They Don't Tell You About Capitalism 2010-09-02 what if the distinction between business and doing good vanished what if all
those who engaged in business were committed to a deeper purpose and all those committed to doing good were entrepreneurial and
enterprising what would it take for a world of seven billion such people to solve all the world s problems more and more people are looking
for meaning and purpose in their lives as employees as consumers and as investors more and more people have more than enough material goods
and are more interested in the qualities of the goods they buy in the experiences associated with the services they provide and buy in the
way the companies they buy from act as citizens and in self actualization rising up maslow s hierarchy as an increasing percentage of the
population reaches the point at which they no longer need more stuff what will they do how will they live their lives if you are one of
these people wondering where to go from here how to be the solution in the twenty first century be the solution provides an original
perspective on how to create a better world focused entirely on entrepreneurial and conscious capitalist solutions to the challenges and
opportunities facing humanity be the solution shows how the entrepreneurial passion to create a better world in combination with conscious
capitalist business practices can solve far more of the world s problems than any other approach in combination with leading conscious
capitalists such as john mackey writing on conscious capitalism leading social entrepreneurs such as muhammad yunus writing on social
business and leading legal reform experts such as hernando de soto writing on is economic freedom for everyone entrepreneurial educator
michael strong lays out a philosophical social and legal framework for a flow vision through which all problems may be solved
entrepreneurially flow inc is an organization cofounded by john mackey and michael strong to promote mihaly csikszentmihalyi s concept of
flow as optimal experience the state in which we are so immersed in challenging creative activity that we forget that time is passing to be
engaged in flow activities is happiness itself whether we are creators of enterprises or entrepreneurially creative within our life as
employees we can embody the entrepreneurial spirit and in the words of michelangelo criticize by creating in addition flow refers to the
global flow of goods services capital humans ideas and culture in a positive win win win world based on love rather than fear combining the
best of the positive psychology and human potential movements with the best of free market thinking flow offers a unique perspective on how
to be the solution in the twenty first century
Be the Solution 2009-03-16 the top 10 sunday times bestseller shortlisted for the ft business book of the year award 2019 easily the most
important book to be published this century i find it hard to take any young activist seriously who hasn t at least familarised themselves
with zuboff s central ideas zadie smith the guardian the challenges to humanity posed by the digital future the first detailed examination
of the unprecedented form of power called surveillance capitalism and the quest by powerful corporations to predict and control us the
heady optimism of the internet s early days is gone technologies that were meant to liberate us have deepened inequality and stoked
divisions tech companies gather our information online and sell it to the highest bidder whether government or retailer profits now depend
not only on predicting our behaviour but modifying it too how will this fusion of capitalism and the digital shape our values and define



our future shoshana zuboff shows that we are at a crossroads we still have the power to decide what kind of world we want to live in and
what we decide now will shape the rest of the century our choices allow technology to enrich the few and impoverish the many or harness it
and distribute its benefits the age of surveillance capitalism is a deeply reasoned examination of the threat of unprecedented power free
from democratic oversight as it explores this new capitalism s impact on society politics business and technology it exposes the struggles
that will decide both the next chapter of capitalism and the meaning of information civilization most critically it shows how we can
protect ourselves and our communities and ensure we are the masters of the digital rather than its slaves
The Age of Surveillance Capitalism 2019-01-31 the relationship between race and capitalism is one of the most enduring and controversial
historical debates the concept of racial capitalism offers a way out of this impasse racial capitalism is not simply a permutation phase or
stage in the larger history of capitalism since the beginning of the atlantic slave trade and the colonization of the americas capitalism
in both material and ideological senses has been racial deriving social and economic value from racial classification and stratification
although cedric j robinson popularized the term racial capitalism has remained undertheorized for nearly four decades histories of racial
capitalism brings together for the first time distinguished and rising scholars to consider the utility of the concept across historical
settings these scholars offer dynamic accounts of the relationship between social relations of exploitation and the racial terms through
which they were organized justified and contested deploying an eclectic array of methods their works range from indigenous mortgage
foreclosures to the legacies of atlantic world maroons from imperial expansion in the continental united states and beyond to the racial
politics of municipal debt in the new south from the ethical complexities of latinx banking to the postcolonial dilemmas of extraction in
the caribbean throughout the contributors consider and challenge how some claims about the history and nature of capitalism are
universalized while others remain marginalized by theorizing and testing the concept of racial capitalism in different historical
circumstances this book shows its analytical and political power for today s scholars and activists
Histories of Racial Capitalism 2021-02-09 this book explores the new terrain of network capitalism through the transformations of the
discourse on technology rather than viewing such discourse as either a true or false reflection of reality fisher evaluates the ideological
role that technology discourse plays in the legitimation of a new form of capitalism based on an extensive empirical analysis the book
argues that contemporary technology discourse at one and the same time promises more personal empowerment through network technology and
legitimates a more privatized flexible and precarious economic constellations such discourse signals a new tradeoff in the political
culture of capitalism from a legitimation discourse which emphasizes the capacity of technology and technique to bring about social
emancipation through equality stability and security to a legitimation discourse which focuses on the capacity of technology to bring about
individual emancipation through individual empowerment authenticity creativity and cooperation contrary to the prevailing assumption that
sees network technology as liberating from the rigidity and pitfalls of a stifling fordist capitalism the book offers a theoretical
framework which sees contemporary technology discourse as an ideology that legitimates the economic social and political arrangements of
the new capitalism
Media and New Capitalism in the Digital Age 2010-03-15 name any industry and more likely than not you will find that the three strongest
most efficient companies control 70 to 90 percent of the market here are just a few examples mcdonald s burger king and wendy s general
mills kellogg and post nike adidas and reebok bank of america chase manhattan and banc one american united and delta merck johnson johnson
and bristol myers squibb based on extensive studies of market forces the distinguished business school strategists and corporate advisers
jagdish sheth and rajendra sisodia show that natural competitive forces shape the vast majority of companies under the rule of three this



stunning new concept has powerful strategic implications for businesses large and small alike drawing on years of research covering
hundreds of industries both local and global the rule of three documents the evolution of markets into two complementary sectors
generalists which cater to a large mainstream group of customers and specialists which satisfy the needs of customers at both the high and
low ends of the market any company caught in the middle the ditch is likely to be swallowed up or destroyed sheth and sisodia show how most
markets resemble a shopping mall with specialty shops anchored by large stores drawing wisdom from these markets the rule of three offers
counterintuitive insights with suggested strategies for the big 3 players as well as for mid sized companies that may want to mount a
challenge and for specialists striving to flourish in the shadow of industry giants the book explains how to recognize signs of market
disruptions that can result in serious reversals and upheavals for companies caught unprepared such disruptions include new technologies
regulatory shifts innovations in distribution and packaging demographic and cultural shifts and venture capital as well as other forms of
investor funding years in the making and sweeping in scope the rule of three provides authoritative research based insights into market
dynamics that no business manager should be without
The Rule of Three 2002-05-14 millions around the world are demanding action and actively seeking solutions to the unfolding climate crisis
the dialogue at the top is confined to solutions that align with the laws of capitalism and unbridled economic growth but what if we look
to solutions beyond how we currently structure our economies climate solutions beyond capitalism makes the case that socialism provides the
framework for solving the crisis and demonstrates how capitalism acts as a barrier to a shift in our relationship to each other and the
planet crucial for humanity s survival climate solutions beyond capitalism outlines practices being implemented and studied around the
world and conveys both urgency and optimism for the liberation of humanity and the planet climate solutions beyond capitalism is an urgent
call to action to transform the inhumane unsustainable capitalist system and take an evolutionary leap forward in the way we live and
interact with each other and the natural world from climate solutions beyond capitalism praise for climate solutions beyond capitalism
essential guide to averting climate catastrophe that takes the most important and most ignored approach complete systemic change abby
martin the empire files i highly recommend this valuable well documented concise guide explaining how capitalism is the generator of
dangerous climate change as well as other assaults on humans and nature but also identifying the critically important eco socialist
solutions david schwartzman professor emeritus author about the author tina landis is an organizer in the environmental and social justice
movements she works in air quality regulation and climate protection and holds a certificate in sustainable management from the university
of california berkeley she is a member of the party for socialism and liberation and writes for liberation news paperback 80 pages
illustrated and indexed 7 95 march 2020 liberation media isbn 978 0 9910303 6 1 library of congress control number 2020934000
Climate Solutions Beyond Capitalism 2020-03-10 the image of modern corporations has been shaped by a profits over people approach but we
are at a point where business must take the lead in healing the crises of our time the healing organization shows how corporations can
become healing forces conscious capitalism pioneer raj sisodia and organizational innovation expert michael j gelb were inspired to write
this book because of the epidemic of unnecessary suffering connected with business including the destruction of the environment increasing
numbers living paycheck to paycheck and barely surviving and rising rates of depression and stress leading to chronic health problems based
on extensive in depth interviews and inspiring case studies sisodia and gelb show how companies such as shake shack hyatt kind healthy
snacks eileen fisher h e b fifco jaipur rugs and dte energy are healing their employees customers communities and other stakeholders they
represent a diverse sampling of industries and geographies but they all have significant elements in common besides being profitable
enterprises their employees love coming to work they have passionately loyal customers they make a significant positive difference to the



communities they serve they preserve and restore the ecosystems in which they operate the enmity and dividedness between those who champion
unfettered capitalism and those who advocate socialism is exacerbating rather than solving our problems in a world that urgently needs
healing on many levels this is a movement whose time has come the healing organization shows how it can be done how it is being done and
how you can begin to do it too
The Healing Organization 2019-09-17 early in the twenty first century a quiet revolution occurred for the first time the major developed
economies began to invest more in intangible assets like design branding and software than in tangible assets like machinery buildings and
computers for all sorts of businesses the ability to deploy assets that one can neither see nor touch is increasingly the main source of
long term success but this is not just a familiar story of the so called new economy capitalism without capital shows that the growing
importance of intangible assets has also played a role in some of the larger economic changes of the past decade including the growth in
economic inequality and the stagnation of productivity jonathan haskel and stian westlake explore the unusual economic characteristics of
intangible investment and discuss how an economy rich in intangibles is fundamentally different from one based on tangibles capitalism
without capital concludes by outlining how managers investors and policymakers can exploit the characteristics of an intangible age to grow
their businesses portfolios and economies
Capitalism without Capital 2018-10-16 this edited collection examines the relationship between three central terms capitalism feminism and
critique while critically celebrating the work and life of a thinker who has done the most to address this nexus nancy fraser in honor of
her seventieth birthday and in the spirit of her work in the tradition of critical theory this collection brings together scholars from
different disciplines and theoretical approaches to address this conjunction and evaluate fraser s lifelong contributions to theorizing it
scholars from philosophy political science sociology gender studies race theory and economics come together to think through the
vicissitudes of capitalism and feminism while also responding to different elements of nancy fraser s work which weaves together a strong
feminist standpoint with a vibrant and complex critique of capitalism going beyond conventional disciplinary distinctions and narrow
debates all the contributors to this project share a commitment to critically understanding the connection between capitalism exploitation
and the viable roads for emancipation they recover insights provided by classical traditions of political and social thought but they also
open new research directions adapted to the global challenges of our time
Feminism, Capitalism, and Critique 2017-07-24
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